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Skills always Shine 

 College Application

Essays 

Careers in

Sustainability

Counsellor’s Chronicles 

In this Issue-

VOICEVOICE



Skills are to studying, what experiments are to
Sciences! No amount of theoretical brilliance can
substitute polished skills. The act of doing is what
makes academics realistic, classroom learning
transforms to life experiences. Is it possible to polish
our skills in classrooms, while playing sports or when
attending music and dance classes? 
 Roughly translated skills are the acts or activities that
you indulge in daily. It can be designed as being a part
of a classroom project or can be spontaneous like
playing table tennis or swimming when time is
compatible. Every time you are assigned a project or
some activity, you get an opportunity to polish your
skills. 

  SKILLS ALWAYS SHINE !SKILLS ALWAYS SHINE !



LEARNING & SKILLS

 Explore 
We  try new

options 

 Leadership
We own our

responsibility 

Team Player
We share
ideas and

encourage
one another.

 Empathy 
We are active

listeners
when others
are speaking.

 Collaboration  
We work

together to
honour

deadlines/
targets.

 
Growth

Mindset 
We know that

failing is an
opportunity

to learn.



   WHEN SKILLS SHINE,  THEYWHEN SKILLS SHINE,  THEYWHEN SKILLS SHINE,  THEY
TRANSFORM INTO TRANSFORM INTO TRANSFORM INTO ASSETS ASSETS ASSETS !!!   

Your asset as you prepare yourself for
University Applications, Competitive Exams,
Panel Interviews and finally adopt a path that
will allow you to pursue your dream career!
If we are looking at how the school inspired
skills help, take a look below!

   PC-Linkedin



Understand and manage yourself before
you present yourself to the world! 
What are your deliverables and strengths,
how well you have evolved fostering the
same? 

COLLEGE APPLICATIONCOLLEGE APPLICATIONCOLLEGE APPLICATION
ESSAYSESSAYSESSAYS   

  PC- versed



Once you have identified yourself, proceed to follow the simple steps as
mentioned below:



College Application Essays  
Tips For Student

Be original 

Make a Plan

Streamlined Content 

Proof read & Correct !
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This is an opportunity to reveal what makes "you" so very YOU!
Share your ideologies, beliefs or work ethics, establish yourself
as an asset .

This content organiser  makes it easier for you plan and prioritise
skills and subjects. Collate the required evidence, must-includes
are your beliefs and community participation. 

This is about you!  Be real, organise strengths, skills, participation ,
service and weave a common ideology in the narrative . Vocabulary
should be persuasive .

Check spellings and punctuation  and sentence
structures. 

Check with an expert( Counsellor/ Teacher/
Parent ) .In case of suggestions, review and
include the needful.Then upload it! 

Review & Upload 



Careers in SustainabilityCareers in SustainabilityCareers in Sustainability
 The most important trait of a global citizen is to
acknowledge and nurture the necessity of
sustainability. Sustainability is more than just a part
of lifestyle, it is poised to become a major option in
career choices. With the gradual depletion of natural
resources, the world needs experts who can create
solutions that will sustain life. 



PC- Nexford University 

Urban Planner
Environmental Consultant 
Energy Manager 
Sustainability Director 
Agroforester 
Soil conservation technician
Wetland specialist
Aquatic biologist

Profiles that can be explored in this area-





TEAM DYPISTEAM DYPIS


